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present paper we study to which extent it is su�cient to specify individualstates (or equivalently: singleton sets of states) such that acceptance can bede�ned in terms of their visits in runs.The classical B�uchi condition declares a run � 2 Q! of an automaton overthe state set Q as successful if(�) 9!i �(i) 2 F;(\there are in�nitely many positions i in � where a state in F is assumed");here F � Q is a designated set of \�nal states". Other acceptance conditionsare obtained as boolean combinations of statements of the B�uchi form. Forexample, the Rabin condition (�rst mentioned in [Rab69]) is a disjunction ofconjunctions 9<!i �(i) 2 E ^ 9!i �(i) 2 Fwhere 9<! (\there are only �nitely many") is the negation of the quanti�er9!. The Streett condition (cf. [Str82]) is the dual, i.e., a conjunction ofdisjunctions 9<!i �(i) 2 E _ 9!i �(i) 2 F:It is well-known that nondeterministic �nite automata with the B�uchi con-dition recognize precisely the regular !-languages, as do deterministic (andalso nondeterministic) �nite automata with the Rabin condition or with theStreett condition (see e.g. [Tho90]).A more re�ned view of acceptance conditions is obtained when the atomicconditions refer to singletons, i.e. to individual states. Then they take theform (��) 9!i �(i) = qfor states q of the automaton under consideration. The B�uchi conditionfor F is equivalent to a disjunction (over the q 2 F ) of such conditions.Hence also the Rabin and Streett conditions are boolean combinations ofconditions of the \singleton type" (��). The Muller acceptance condition iseasily formulated in this way as well: For a system F of �nal state sets overQ it reads _F2F � q̂2F 9!i �(i) = q ^ ^q2QnF 9<!i �(i) = q�:A general theory of acceptance conditions would have to classify the possibleboolean combinations of conditions (��) with respect to the expressive powerof corresponding !-automata. In particular, those types of boolean combi-nations should be determined with which all regular !-languages are recog-nizable. It seems that this general question was considered before only by2



Emerson and Lei [EL87] in their framework of \general fairness constraints"(however regarding state sets rather than states).The analogous question can be asked on a lower level, where instead ofthe in�nite occurrence of states in runs the mere occurrence su�ces. In thiscase we speak of occurrence acceptance conditions. The analogue of the B�uchicondition in this sense states for the run �9i �(i) 2 F;for some designated set F of states. For nondeterministic automata, this con-dition allows to de�ne precisely the Staiger-Wagner recognizable !-languages([SW74]). The Staiger-Wagner acceptance condition is a \Muller type" con-dition for occurrence acceptance in deterministic automata:_F2F � q̂2F 9i �(i) = q ^ ^q2QnF :9i �(i) = q�:The Staiger-Wagner recognizable sets form a boolean algebra and give abasic proper subclass of the regular !-languages. One can show (see thenext section) that Staiger-Wagner recognizable sets can be de�ned (oftenmore succinctly) by occurrence acceptance of Rabin type: Here we use a list(Ek; Fk)1�k�m of pairs of states and consider a run � successful if_1�k�m�:9i �(i) 2 Ek ^ 9i �(i) 2 Fk�:In this framework of occurrence acceptance conditions, we shall again analyzethe role of the singleton conditions; these are now boolean combinations ofstatements 9i �(i) = q:For example, the occurrence acceptance by Rabin-singletons requires a dis-junction of conjunctions :9i �(i) = p ^ 9i �(i) = q.The main results of the present paper say that for deterministic automatathe acceptance by \Rabin-singletons", i.e. with Rabin conditions involvingsingletons Ek; Fk, is expressively complete: This singleton acceptance allowsto de�ne all regular !-languages. The corresponding claim for occurrenceacceptance conditions is shown to fail: there are Staiger-Wagner recognizable!-languages which are not de�nable by an occurrence acceptance conditionof \Rabin type" involving singletons only. Along with these results somerelated facts on expressive completeness are derived. A more comprehensiveanalysis is carried out in [Leo96]. 3



Before turning to the proofs, let us recall some obvious facts connectedwith the question of acceptance by singletons. For �nite automata over �nitewords it is an easy exercise to see that the �nal state sets of deterministicautomata cannot be bounded in size. In nondeterministic �nite automata,a single �nal state su�ces (if the empty word is discarded). In the usualmodel of (nondeterministic) B�uchi automata, it is again trivial to see thatacceptance by singletons is a proper restriction: If the language with the two!-words a! and b! is to be recognized, a single �nal state q would have to bereachable via a and via b as �rst letter of the input word, and from q both b!and a! could be scanned with in�nitely many revisits of q. Thus, also wordsin bfa; bg�a! and afa; bg�b! could be accepted, a contradiction. A simplere�nement of the argument shows that the cardinality of the �nal state setin B�uchi automata cannot be bounded by any �xed number if arbitrary reg-ular !-languages should be recognized (e.g. a1! + : : :+ an! requires n �nalstates). Considering the Muller condition with singletons in the system Fof �nal state sets, a (deterministic or nondeterministic) automaton can onlyserve to de�ne !-languages of the form UV ! where V is a set of alphabetletters. Thus, singleton Muller acceptance can only de�ne unions of such!-languages, which are very special cases of regular !-languages. These ob-servations lead us to focus on the Rabin condition (and the Streett condition)in deterministic automata.The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summa-rizes terminology. In Section 3, the Rabin condition with singletons is shownto be expressively complete for regular !-languages. Section 4 deals with theanalogous notion of occurrence acceptance; here a Staiger-Wagner recogniz-able set is exhibited which cannot be de�ned with occurrence acceptance ofRabin type, using only singletons.2 PreliminariesA (deterministic)Rabin automaton has the formA = (Q;A; q0; �;
) where Qis a �nite set of states, A the input alphabet, q0 the initial state, � : Q�A! Qthe transition function, and 
 = ((E1; F1); : : : ; (Em; Fm)) a list of \acceptingpairs" of state sets. Extend the transition function to Q � A� by setting�(q; �) = q and �(q; wa) = �(�(q; w); a).Any !-word � 2 A! determines the run � 2 Q! of A on �, de�ned by�(i) = �(q0; �(0) : : : �(i� 1)) for i � 0. The run is successful if_1�k�m�9<!i �(i) 2 Ek ^ 9!i �(i) 2 Fk�:4



An !-word � is accepted by A if the unique run of A on � is successful.An !-language L � A! is said to be Rabin recognizable if it consists of all!-words accepted by a Rabin automaton.A special form of Rabin automaton will be useful in Section 3, the Ra-bin chain automaton (or: parity automaton) introduced in [Mos84], and ap-plied independently in [Mos91] and [EJ91] for the complementation of treeautomata. A Rabin chain automaton is a Rabin automaton whose list ofdesignated pairs (Ek; Fk) of state sets form an increasing chain:E1 � F1 � E2 � F2 � : : : � Em � Fm:It is well-known that any Rabin automaton is equivalent to a Rabin chain au-tomaton ([Mos91],[Car94]). A simpler simulation can be based on the idea of\latest appearance record" ([GH82]) or \order vector" ([B�uc83]): The desiredautomaton has as states all permutations of states of the given automaton(order vectors), where each vector is extended by a pointer (\hit" in B�uchi'sterminology) to one position of the vector. If the given transition functiontransforms p to q via letter a, any vector (q1; : : : ; qj�1; q; qj+1; : : : ; qn�1; p) istransformed via a into (q1; : : : ; qj�1; qj+1; : : : ; qn�1; p; q), and the hit (regard-less of its previous value) is set to the position j in the new vector. Thisconstruction serves to keep track of the states visited last, by listing themat the end of the vectors in the order of their last visits. The sets Ek; Fk arenow state sets composed of vectors with hit position � k; in Ek, the vectorsare collected in which states from the hit onwards to the right do not form aset satisfying the Rabin condition of the given (non-chain) Rabin automaton,while for the vectors in Fk this condition should hold (again regarding thestates from the hit onwards). A more complete proof is given in [Tho].A Streett automaton is de�ned as a Rabin automaton, however with theacceptance condition̂1�k�m�9<!i �(i) 2 Ek _ 9!i �(i) 2 Fk�:Streett automata de�ne the Streett recognizable !-languages.The general framework of acceptance conditions to be studied in thispaper is given by boolean combinations of conditions 9!i �(i) 2 F or of con-ditions 9!i �(i) = q, where � is an automaton run, F a state set, and q astate. The Muller acceptance condition (as introduced in the introduction)is most general in the sense that it amounts to the disjunctive normal formover the statements 9!i �(i) = q. In our general framework, such an atomiccondition is called a positive literal and its negation a negative literal. Spe-cial forms of acceptance conditions to be considered below are, for example,5



disjunctions of conjunctions of positive literals only, disjunctions of conjunc-tions of negative literals only, and mere conjunctions of literals (positive andnegative).A disjunction of two-literal conjunctions containing precisely one negativeand one positive literal is called a Rabin-singletons condition. (It amountsto the Rabin condition where the sets Ek, Fk are singletons.) In this casewe specify a list (pk; qk) of \accepting pairs" of states, and a run is acceptingby the pair (pk; qk) if it visits pk only �nitely often but qk in�nitely often.The notion of Streett-singletons condition is introduced analogously, as aconjunction of disjunctions of one negative and positive literal each.Let us turn to the occurrence acceptance conditions, which de�ne Staiger-Wagner recognizable !-languages. We remark that any Staiger-Wagner rec-ognizable !-language is also recognizable with occurrence acceptance of Ra-bin type, using pairs (Ek; Fk) of designated state sets. If a (determinis-tic) automaton A = (Q;A; q0; �;F) with F � 2Q is given, construct theequivalent automaton A0 with occurrence acceptance of Rabin type overthe state set Q0 � Q � 2Q; here the �rst component serves to simulate A,and in the second component the visited states are collected (starting with(q0; fq0g)). The accepting pairs of A0 are indexed by the sets S 2 F ; one setES = f(p; P ) j p 2 P � Q ^ P 6� Sg and FS = f(q; S) j q 2 Sg.If we allow only singletons in occurrence acceptance conditions of Rabintype, we speak of occurrence acceptance with Rabin-singletons, in analogy tothe previous case concerning in�nite occurrences of states.3 Rabin Acceptance with SingletonsIn the classical Rabin condition over �nite state sets, a conjunction9<!i �(i) 2 Ek ^ 9!i �(i) 2 Fkis easily broken up such that at the place of Fk only singletons occur: Sincethe Fk-part says that some Fk-state is visited in�nitely often, one replaces thedisplayed conjunction by a disjunction (over all states q 2 Fk) of conjunctionswith fqg in place of Fk. This disjunction is absorbed by the outer disjunctionof the Rabin condition.It is nontrivial to achieve a corresponding reduction for the negative lit-erals which form the Ek-part, requiring the all states of Ek are visited only�nitely often. By splitting the set Ek, the automaton would just check theexistence of an Ek-state visited only �nitely often.The idea to overcome this problem is to introduce for each transition leav-ing Ek a new state which signals that the set Ek has been visited previously.6



A signal state will be a state of the automaton that is reached from Ek in onetransition step. If the given automaton accepts with the pair (Ek; Fk), thecorresponding signal state may only be visited �nitely often in an acceptingrun. In Figure 1 the states �q1 and �q2 are the signal states that indicate thatEk has been visited.Ekp q1q2 Ekp q1q2q1q2A'A �q2�q1Figure 1: Introducing signal states and copiesFor the formation of singleton acceptance pairs we have to deal with thesituation that an Fk-state p is reachable from two signal states. Here we cansave the singleton acceptance if for each transition into p, say from signalstate s, an own \sub-automaton" As is de�ned, consisting of an associatedcopy of p and all states in Q n Ek reachable from s. Thus we use l copies ofall states not in Ek if we have l signal states. In Figure 1 we have two copiesof the states not in Ek. The (dashed) transitions into the copies from thesignal states are derived in a natural way from the transitions of q1 and q2.But what happens if we do not use a di�erent copy for each signal state?If a state s 62 Ek is reachable from both signal states �q1 and �q2, then thepairs (�q1; s) and (�q2; s) do not guarantee a correct acceptance. E.g. �q1 ands could both be visited in�nitely often (and thus a state in Ek) but the runwill be accepted with the accepting pair (�q2; s) if �q2 is visited only �nitelyoften contradicting the desired idea of simulating the chain automaton.Let us explain why this idea is di�cult to pursue when we start with theclassical Rabin acceptance. Consider the situation where we have to handletwo accepting pairs (E1; F1) and (E2; F2). In a �rst step we want to replacethe pair (E1; F1) by singleton pairs. Then the signal states for the transitionsleaving E1 will lead into copies of the E1-complement in which E2- and F2-states may be present, called E2;1 and F2;1 in the �rst copy, and E2;2 andF2;2 in a second copy. But these pairs are not suitable to capture acceptance,indeed we have to work with the pairs (E2;1[E2;2; F2;1) and (E2;1[E2;2; F2;2).In a next step (when replacing (E2;1[E2;2; F2;1) by singleton pairs) we haveto introduce signal states for leaving E2;1 [ E2;2. Here we might get severalcopies of states in E1 and the corresponding signal states. Then, however, it7



is not su�cient that these signal states are �nally avoided individually, butit is necessary that all their copies are avoided simultaneously, contradictingthe aim of acceptance by singletons.It is not clear if this can be avoided when simulating a Rabin automa-ton directly. This problem is due to the di�erent roles states play in twodi�erent Rabin pairs. Therefore we work with a kind of Rabin acceptancecondition where a state plays the same role for all loops. This is the case inthe Rabin chain condition. As explained in the previous section we canassume that a Rabin chain automaton is given with the accepting pairs(E1; F1); : : : ; (Em; Fm).For such an automaton a (rejecting) state in Ek is also rejecting forall pairs (Ej ; Fj) where j � k. In Rabin automata with singleton condi-tion we can use one step of the above described construction for the min-imal accepting pair (E1; F1). We replace this accepting pair by singletonpairs and get several copies of the transition structure of the automaton(leaving E1-states uncopied) and corresponding copies of the accepting pairs(E2; F2); : : : ; (Em; Fm). So in this case we do not need unions of Ej-sets sinceEj;s is reachable from Fj;s0 only via E1 and thus via the signal state s. Asexplained above, As initiated from a signal state s is now a \sub-automaton"with Rabin chain condition given by (E2;s; F2;s); : : : ; (Em;s; Fm;s). Thus wecan use the same construction recursively for each sub-automaton As, leavingthe parts outside of As unchanged.Theorem 1 Every regular !-language is recognised by a deterministic au-tomaton with Rabin-singletons acceptance.Proof. We construct a deterministic automaton with Rabin-singletons ac-ceptance that is equivalent to a given Rabin chain automaton. We use theidea described above, giving a global de�nition of the automaton instead ofa recursive procedure.So let A = (Q;A; q0; �;
) be a Rabin automaton with acceptance com-ponent 
 = ((E1; F1); : : : ; (Em; Fm)) and E1 � F1 � E2 : : : � Fm, i.e., A isa Rabin chain automaton.For simplicity of notation we use the convention that E0 = F0 = ; andEm+1 = Fm+1 = Q. For a state p let index (p) the unique integer i such thatp 2 Ei n Ei�1. Qj is the set of states not in Ej, i.e. the set of states in Qwith index � j. Besides that let �Q = f�q j q 2 Qg.So the Rabin automaton with singleton acceptance condition is given byA0 = (Q0; A0; q00; �0;
0) where� the state space is Q0 � Sm+1j=2 (Q [ �Q) � Q2 � : : : � Qj where for(p; p2; p3; : : : ; ps) for all i index (pi) � index (pi+1) holds;8



� the input alphabet remains A0 = A;� the initial state q00 = (q0; p1; : : : ; pj) is an arbitrary state in Q0 with�rst component q0;� for states p 2 Q and �(p; a) = q we have�0�(p; p2; : : : ; ps); a� = �(p0; p02; : : : ; p0index (q))with p0 = � �q if index (pj�1) 6= index (q)q elseand p0i = � pi for i < jq for i � jwhere j is the minimal integer r with index (pr) > index (q) if such rexists and s+1 otherwise. For states �p 2 �Q we just de�ne �0 as for thestates p 2 Q: �0�(�p; p2; : : : ; ps); a� = �0�(p; p2; : : : ; ps); a�� and the accepting singleton pairs are given by
0 = n�f(�p; p2; : : : ; pj)g; f(q; p2; : : : ; pj)g� j q 2 Fj+1 n Ej+1; j � mo:Let us shortly compare this construction with the idea explained before.The �rst component of a state q gives the state the automaton A assumeswhen A0 assumes q. The number of other components in such a state indi-cates which rejecting sets Ei have previously been visited (and left) and thecomponent pi gives the state with minimal index visited since the set Ei�1was left. Obviously, if a state in Q0 consists of only one component it is astate in the minimal rejecting set E1. A state (q; p; p) indicates that q is inE3 nE2, that since leaving E1 and E2 the state with minimal index assumedin the automaton A was the state p (outside E1, E2). States with an elementof �Q as �rst component are the signal states. A state in (�r; p; p; r; r) in A0indicates that r is in E5 nE4 and that r was a state with index � 4 assumedafter leaving E3 and no state with index 4 has been reached since then.The transitions in the de�nition of �0 realize the move into the copies ofthe states as explained before. The condition index (pj�1) 6= index (q) is true9



i� no state is in p2; : : : ; ps with same index as q. Thus q is the state withminimal index in Eindex (q) assumed after Eindex (q)�1 was left. So we enter asignal state.The number j gives the �rst component in p2; : : : ; ps with greater indexthan q, i.e. the �rst component that has to be changed. The components piin p2; : : : ; pj�1 are still the states with minimal index assumed after leavingEi�1, other can have changed due to the visit of q.For the accepting singleton pairs we used states that only di�er in the�rst component. The rejecting state is obviously a signal state. So a run inA0 is accepted if �nally a set Fj n Fj�1 is visited in�nitely often, but Ej only�nitely often.It is obvious by the de�nition of the transition function �0 that for each!-word � 2 A! there exist corresponding runs � in A and �0 in A0 such thatfor all i we have �(i) = Pr1(�0(i)) where Pr1 is the projection to the �rstcomponent of a state in A0.It remains to show that they also correspond regarding the acceptanceconditions of A and A0, respectively, i.e., that the run � is accepting in A i��0 is accepting in A0.Let � be an accepting run inA. By de�nition we then have a pair (Ej; Fj)such that the states in Ej are assumed only �nitely often whereas a state inFj is assumed in�nitely often in the run �. Let the state visited in�nitelyoften in Fj be q. Then index (q) = j + 1 and for all states p in � that arevisited in�nitely often we have index (p) � j + 1.Let k be the last position in � where a state in Ej is assumed and k0 be the�rst position after k where in � the state q occurs. Then by construction ofA0 in �(k0) the corresponding state q0 = (q; p2; : : : ; pj+1) with the additionalcomponents p2; : : : ; pj+1 is visited. Since all states visited later than k havean index greater or equal to j +1 in A0 there will never be used a transitionto a state without the components p2; : : : ; pj+1 after the position k. Sothere cannot occur a state in the run �0 of the form p0 = (�p; p2; : : : ; pj+1) inpositions later than k. Obviously the state q0 = (q; p2; : : : ; pj+1) must occurin�nitely often in �0 and hence �0 is an accepting run in A0.For the other direction assume we have an accepting run �0 in A0. Thenby de�nition of 
0 there is a pair of states�f(�p; p2; : : : ; pj+1)g; f(q; p2; : : : ; pj+1)g� with q 2 Fj n Ej and j � msuch that (�p; p2; : : : ; pj+1) occurs �nitely often inA0, whereas (q; p2; : : : ; pj+1)occurs in�nitely often in �0. Since � is the run corresponding to �0 the stateq 2 Fj occurs in�nitely often in �. So we have to show that none of the statesin Ej is visited in�nitely often in �. 10



Now let us assume that a state r in Ej is visited in�nitely often. Since ris in Ej we know that index (r) = k < j+1. Thus in A0 there are only stateswith �rst component r reachable (from any other state) that are of the form(r; p02; : : : ; p0k). So the j + 1-th component in these states is missing.The j + 1-th component in (�p; p2; : : : ; pj+1) is pj+1 = p. (By the def-inition of �0 only those states with �rst component �p are reachable.) Thestate (q; p2; : : : ; pj+1) has the same last component. So (q; p2; : : : ; pj+1) isreachable from any state without that component pj+1 only via the state(�p; p2; : : : ; pj+1). States with �rst component �p and di�erent j + 1-th com-ponent are not reachable since index (p) = j + 1. Thus this state is visitedin�nitely often when (q; p2; : : : ; pj+1) and a state with less components (as(r; p02; : : : ; p0k)) are visited in�nitely often. But this contradicts the assump-tion that �0 is accepting. 2Let us analyze the complexity of the above construction, assuming thata Rabin chain automaton with n states and m accepting pairs is given.The state space of the singletons automaton is the product of m+1 sets.The sets Ci are at most of size n and jQ[ �Qj � 2n. So the Rabin-singletonsautomaton has at most O(nm+1) states.For each accepting pair we have to combine a state with �rst componentin Q and a state with �rst component in �Q where all other components areidentical. So we get at mostO(nm+2) accepting singleton pairs. Thus we havean exponential blow-up for this transformation. Now also the transformationfrom Rabin automata to Rabin chain automata is exponential, so we havea double exponential blow-up for the transformation from Rabin automatato Rabin-singletons automata in the present approach. We do not knowwhether this double exponential blow-up is really necessary.Let us note a simple consequence of the preceding theorem:Corollary 2 Any regular !-language is recognized by a deterministic au-tomaton with Streett-singletons acceptance.Proof. The complements of the !-languages recognized with Rabin-single-tons acceptance cover the whole class of regular !-languages (since this classis closed under complement). These complements are recognized by the givenautomata, now with negated Rabin acceptance conditions. But these negatedacceptance conditions are clearly equivalent to conditions with Streett-single-tons. 2Finally we add some remarks on more special forms of acceptance condi-tions with singletons, for which a more detailed treatment is given in [Leo96].11



Among the many possibilities, we consider here three variants of the Rabin-singletons condition.In the �rst two cases, we use ^-_-combinations over positive, resp. neg-ative literals, i.e. when considering disjunctive normal forms we replace thetwo literals in a conjunction of a Rabin condition by a sequence of positiveliterals, respectively by a sequence of negative literals.Proposition 3 Deterministic !-automata with acceptance conditions_1�k�m� ^1�j�lk 9!i �(i) = qk;j�are expressively equivalent to deterministic B�uchi automata (and hence donot cover all regular !-languages).Proof. Trivially each B�uchi automaton has an acceptance condition of theform above. Conversely, from an automaton A with such an acceptance con-dition (over state set Q) construct a B�uchi automaton over Q�2Q where the�rst component simulates A and the second component serves to cumulatevisited states until some set fqk;1; : : : ; qk;lkg is exhausted, whence a reset tothe empty set is done. The �nal states are those where the second componentis empty. 2As we consider deterministic automata, we can proceed from a class ofregular !-languages to the class of complement languages by complementingthe acceptance type. Applied to the type of the previous proposition, weobtain the following claim (where the negation in the acceptance conditionis pushed inside).Proposition 4 Deterministic !-automata with acceptance conditions^1�k�m� _1�j�lk 9<!i �(i) = qk;j�recognize precisely the complements of !-languages de�ned by deterministicB�uchi automata (and hence do not cover all regular !-languages).Finally, we consider the option to cancel the disjunction as it appears inthe Rabin condition, but allow an arbitrary number of positive and nega-tive literals in a conjunction. Not surprisingly, the corresponding family ofrecognized !-languages is not closed under union:12



Proposition 5 Deterministic !-automata with acceptance conditions of theform ^1�k�m 9<!i �(i) = pk ^ ^1�j�l 9!i �(i) = qjare not expressively complete for the class of regular !-languages.Proof. An example language not recognizable by automata with this accep-tance condition is de�ned by the regular expression (a+b)�a! + ((a+b)�bb)!.We skip the details. 2For the expressively complete acceptance conditions, one may ask aboutthe hierarchy induced by the length m of the outer disjunction (as in theRabin condition), respectively of the outer conjunction (as in the Streettcondition). In the classical Rabin condition, the minimal m which a recog-nizing automaton can have for a given !-language L is called the Rabin indexof L. By Wagner's work [Wag79], the Rabin index of a regular !-language(speci�ed say by a B�uchi automaton) is computable. Is the analogous indexfor Rabin-singletons conditions computable?4 Singletons in Occurrence AcceptanceConditionsIn this section we show that the main theorem of the previous section cannotbe proved in the context of occurrence acceptance.b ab a aa; bq1 q3 q5q2q0 q4a a b b bFigure 2: Automaton A0Let us �rst consider an instructive example which seems to indicate at�rst sight that occurrence acceptance with Rabin-singletons is insu�cient:The !-languageL0 = a! + (aa)+(bb)+a! + (aa)�a(bb)�ba!is recognized by the automaton with transition structure as in Figure 2 withthe following occurrence acceptance condition: Either none of q2 and q3 is13



seen but q0 is (which means to accept a!), or q4 is not visited but q5 is (whichmeans to accept an !-word in the latter two summands of the expressionabove). It seems obvious that the two states q0; q1 are necessary for countingmodulo 2, and that both exits to q2; q3 are necessary because the resultof this counting has to be remembered. So for acceptance of a! it seemsnecessary to forbid the visit of both q2; q3 (which means that acceptance withjust single negative literals is insu�cient). However, a closer analysis showsthat a more complicated structure of the automaton allows to circumvent theproblem and to accept with Rabin-singletons. The reader may verify thatthe automaton A00 using the transition structure given in Figure 3 with theRabin pairs (q4; q1) and (q3; q8) recognizes the !-language L0.b baba a aab b b aa; bb aq1q0 q2 q3q4 q5 q6q7 q8a bFigure 3: Automaton A00Let us now turn to a better example language which cannot be recognizedby occurrence conditions with Rabin-singletons:Theorem 6 The !-language L1 � f1; a; b; cg!, de�ned by the regular expres-sion 1�(a� + b� + c�)1!, is Staiger-Wagner recognizable, but not recognizableby occurrence acceptance with Rabin-singletons.Proof. The !-language L1 is recognized by the automaton A1 depicted inFigure 4 with the following acceptance condition of Rabin type: \q0 but noneof the states qa; qb; qc is reached" (for acceptance of 1!) \or q1 but not q2 isreached" (for acceptance of !- words in 1�(a+ + b+ + c+)1!). Our aim is toshow that the use of non-singletons such as fqa; qb; qcg is unavoidable.We proceed by contradiction and assume that the automaton A = (Q;A;q0; �;
) recognizes L1 by occurrence acceptance with Rabin-singletons, saywith 
 = ((p1; q1); : : : ; (pm; qm)). Let us further assume that jQj = n. Aaccepts 1!, say by the pair (pi; qi) from the list 
. We shall write p for piand q for qi. The run on 1! thus does not visit p but reaches q somewhere.Pick k minimal such that �(q0; 1k) = q. Clearly the pre�xes of 1k do not leadthe automaton into p. If we continue 1k by a!, b!, or c!, we obtain !-wordsrejected by A; in all three cases somewhere the state p must be reached14



q0 qbqcqa q1q2c ba abc 1; a; b; c11 a; b; ca; b 1 1b; ca; c1Figure 4: Automaton A1(because otherwise acceptance would hold by the pair (p; q)). Choose ma,mb,mc minimal such that A reaches state p by the input 1kama, 1kbmb, 1kcmc,respectively. For later use let us note the following:(�) All the states reached via 1k, 1ka, etc. up to 1kama are distinct.Namely, q and p are distinct, p does not occur before 1kama, and a staterepetition before 1kama would de�ne a loop which prohibits the visit to p.Similarly we argue with the letters b and c.Now consider the !-words 1kama+n1!, 1kbmb+n1!, and 1kcmc+n1!, all ac-cepted by A, say with the accepting pairs (pa; qa), (pb; qb), (pc; qc), respec-tively. The state qa has to be reached at a later point than within the pre�x1kama. Otherwise, by avoidance of pa up to the word 1kama+n and by thestate repetition which must occur within the a-part (recall that n = jQj), the!-word 1ka! would be accepted, contradicting the recognition of L1 by A.Analogously, we see that the states qb and qc are reached on the considered!-words at a later point than within 1kbmb, 1kcmc, respectively.We shall conclude that between the pre�x 1k, where state q is reached,and 1kama, where state p is reached, both pb and pc are visited.We show this for pb �rst. Consider the extension of 1kama to the !-word1kamabn1!: Here the run on the su�x bn1! starts with p and thus is thesame as on the same su�x in 1kbmbbn1!. On this su�x, qb is visited (notearlier, as shown above!), and pb is not visited (by acceptance of the whole!-word with the pair (pb; qb)). So on the (rejected) word 1kamabn1!, whereqb is visited somewhere later than 1kama, pb has to be visited (otherwise the!-word would be accepted). The visit to pb is necessarily after the pre�x 1k(because pb is not visited at all on 1kbmb+n1!) but within the pre�x 1kama(because we excluded above that on 1kama+nbn1! the visit to pb occurs in thesu�x bn1!). 15



In a similar way, one shows that pc is visited on 1kama after the pre�x 1k.By symmetry, one obtains that on 1kbmb, the states pa and pc are visitedsomewhere after the pre�x 1k. Without loss of generality, suppose that onthe a-part of 1kama the pb-visit occurs before the pc-visit, and that on theb-part of 1kbmb, the pa-visit is before the pc-visit. Then paths exist in A asindicated in Figure 5.a a a a a accb cb b b cb ppcpapbq c b cFigure 5: Paths in automaton ANote that all three states pa; pb; pc are distinct and not equal to either por q: Otherwise some of pa, pb, pc would be on all three paths from 1k to1kama, 1kbmb, 1kcmc. If that happened, say with pa, this would contradictthat pa is not reached on 1kama+n1!, as assumed.In view of this situation (as in the �gure), we can de�ne a path from q,as reached via 1k, to the state pc via some ar, and continue to p via some bs.On this path, pa is not visited: not on the �rst part because pa is not visitedon 1kama+n1!, not on the second part because this would lead to a repetitionof pa on the bmb-path between q and p, which was excluded above in (�).Hence the !-word 1karbsan1! is accepted with the pair (pa; qa) (whichyields the desired contradiction): As just veri�ed, pa is not visited within thepre�x 1karbs. It is also not visited on the su�x an1!, because the run onthis su�x, starting in p, coincides with the run on the corresponding su�x of1kama+n1!, where pa is not visited at all. On the other hand, qa is visited, bythe same coincidence of runs on the su�xes an1! and because on 1kama+n1!the state qa is reached somewhere after the pre�x 1kama. 2We leave open here whether two sharpened versions of the theorem aboveare true: The �rst is concerned with the case of two-letter alphabets; we donot have a proof for the theorem over an alphabet of less than four letters.Secondly, it is not known whether in occurrence acceptance conditions withRabin-singletons, the sizes of the (negative) sets have to be unbounded. Wehave shown that size 1, i.e., singleton acceptance, does not su�ce, but already16
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